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Abstract. Prototype of a magnetic impedance tomographic device has been 
developed for magnetic non-destructive evaluation of structural changes in 
ferromagnetic materials. Beside the two dimensional results on the test object 
surface, the third dimension (i.e. depth) is determined based on the theorem of 
modified magnetic flux leakage. For the detection of inhomogeneity of the surface 
the traditional flux leakage based analysis is used. With this method the structural 
changes locating beneath the surface can also be detected since the measurement 
method is the spectral magnetic impedance tomography. The ferromagnetic material 
is magnetically excited with the combination of DC and AC magnetic fields. The 
structural differences in the material change the magnetic field, which is measured 
by magnetic sensors on the surface of the test object. Using the measurement results 
and the elaborated signal-processing algorithms three dimensional images can be 
provided (two dimensional pictures for different frequencies) which contain the 
depth information. Therefore, by measuring the magnetic properties the structural 
inhomogeneity of the material are charted.  
 For the detection and evaluation of the inhomogeneity various statistical, 
digital signal- and image processing and optimization methods are applied. Besides 
that, the magnetization property of the ferritic steel object is ensured by a 
demagnetization procedure before every measurement. Horizontal and vertical holes 
were used for validation of the prototype apparatus and mapping method. The 
method developed may be suitable for monitoring of rails and wheels of railways, 
other engineering structures including welded ones, etc. 

1. Introduction  

The effects of operation induced changes (degradations) on the properties of structural 
materials used in nuclear power technology systems are analysed by non-destructive testing 
(NDT) means. Whole series of testing methods have been developed specifically for the 
reactor pressure vessel and its environment. Externally excited measurement techniques 
have been developed for the NDT. In the case of excited procedures ultrasound, X-ray and 
electromagnetic excitations are applied primarily. In many cases, the existing procedures do 
not provide answers to the control issues arising during system examination. The existing 
procedures in most cases have been developed for the examination of specific structural 
and material compositional characteristics. In the case of thick ferromagnetic materials 
(reactor wall thickness: ~150 mm) in depth data may be relevant, but the existing 
procedures do not always provide such data [1, 2].  

This work is a development of a new magnetic impedance tomography prototype 
instrument within the framework of a research project on high-performance structural 
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materials [3]. The purpose of the instrument is an NDT and non-destructive 
characterization of ferromagnetic materials. A 3D magnetic field sensor head [4], 
consisting of at least a 4x4 piece setup is constructed onto a CNC unit, which is able to 
move it above the specimen. It is a similar solution like the one in research [5]. In addition, 
there are two types of drive coils, DC and AC, which are mounted to the C type transformer 
core at ends of the ferromagnetic specimen. The third major component of the instrument is 
the tomography signal processing part developed in MATLAB and COMSOL 
environments, which is a magnetic impedance-based inverse imaging algorithm. 

2. Theoretical principles 

If we know the exact structure of the magnetic material, the geometry just as the 
corresponding material structure, as well as the excitation magnetic field, using the 
appropriate boundary conditions it’s possible to solve the magnetic and electric field 
distribution within the material structure. This is called the forward electromagnetic 
problem. 

In this framework, the field governing relation is a partial differential equation 
derived from Maxwell’s quasi-static equations: 
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For the forward eddy current problem, the distribution of A is computed in the 

knowledge of the domain’s electrical properties and the current density J at the excitation 
coil. The uniqueness of the forward solution is preserved upon forcing the fields to vanish 
outside the closure of the computational domain and imposing electric field continuity at 
the interface of the computational and model domains. The numerically computed forward 
solution is based on the three-dimensional model indicating the real component of the 
induced electric field distribution. 

The inverse electromagnetic problem proposes the following task: a material 
structure is driven by various DC and AC magnetic fields, and the magnetic field strength is 
measured on the surface of the material. From these values using the inverse method we 
calculate the materials internal structure (not just the superficial) features: geometric 
distribution of permeability and permittivity tensor structure. 

The NDT method based on the magnetic flux leakage (MFL) principle has long 
been used to examine ferromagnetic materials [6]. During the procedure the substance to be 
examined is magnetized and the surface is scanned using a magnetic sensor. The direction 
of the magnetic lines of force is amended by the materials magnetically inhomogeneous 
parts. The change in the magnetic field can be detected by the sensors, just as the anomalies 
in the homogeneous field as well. Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of magnetic flux leakage 
method.  

If we know the exact structure of the magnetic material, the geometry just as the 
corresponding material structure, as well as the excitation magnetic field, using the 
appropriate boundary conditions it’s possible to solve the magnetic and electric field 
distribution within the material structure. This is called the forward electromagnetic 
problem. 
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Fig 1. Modelled magnetic flux leakage (MFL) 

3. System modelling 

Measurement system modelling, only during the model building stage it is possible to setup 
the parameters of the model and only if we know them, or the real systems appropriate 
parameters have been measured. These parameters are like the testing object characteristics 
(physical dimensions, density, conductivity, etc.), sensor data, processing parameters of the 
electronics, etc. However, in many cases, the model contains approximate methods (e.g. 
FEM model, environment omittance), furthermore such parameters are needed which 
cannot be or are difficult to measure (inhomogeneity); in such cases these become unknown 
model parameters. The setting of these could then be happen using optimization procedures 
similarly like the inverse methods, especially in the case where there are many of these 
parameters. 

The finite element (FEM) method allows for non-linear problem and irregular 
geometry modelling. We use COMSOL Multiphysics software since it comes with many 
modules containing a number of physical equations that can be used with the model at a 
time [9]. 

 

Fig. 2. COMSOL representation of MFL effect 

For modelling of the drive of the iron core and the electromagnetics we use the 
AC/DC module electromagnetic and the Heat transfer module heat equations. In addition, 
COMSOL contains a material library that includes a number of physical parameters of 
various materials [10]. Using the Live Link for MATLAB interface we can run the model 
from MATLAB. This option greatly facilitates the evaluation and optimization of the 
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parameters of the model simulation results. The experiment presented in this article was 
implemented in such a way, more on this in following. 

The result of the modeling can be seen on the Fig. 2, where we can change of the 
magnetic induction and the effects on the side drill holes. The scale of deformation in real 
measurements and in the simulation is in the same order of magnitude. 

4. Measurement process 

4.1 Measuring principles 
This research is a part of the development of a new magnetic impedance tomography 
prototype, which we have already introduced by using the COMSOL model. The aim of the 
instrument is to examine and characterize the ferromagnetic structural materials without 
damaging them. We attached a sensor, which consist of 4x4 3D magnetic field measurers, 
to a CNC unit, which can move the sensor above the examinable part. The part is fixed 
using a horseshoe shaped transformer-iron-core completed with a steel clamp, which has 
the same size as the part so the magnetic circle can close in a ferrite environment, Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Structure of measuring system 

There are also driving coils, DC and AC, which are connected to the U core at the 
two endpoints of the testing object (specimen). The third main component of the 
tomographic instrument is the signal processing element developed in MATLAB 
environment, which constructs a 2D or 3D picture about the measured part. We can localize 
the inhomogeneous territories under the surface using the magnetic flux leakage and the 
changed driving field frequency. This is the core of the instrument and the measuring 
process, including the signal processing.   

During our research we have developed a reproducible measuring process, 
including the process of the digital signals and a tomography-like picture reconstruction. 
The main parts of the instrument can be seen at the block diagram on Fig. 4. 

Demagnetization of the iron core is needed because we make multiple 
measurements during one test run (with different drives, repetitions). In order for the 
measurement to start from the same magnetized state we built in a strong field controlled 
magnetizing process. 

The current-generator excitation has three parameters, constant current intensity 
(IDC), alternating current intensity (IAC) and the frequency of the alternating current (fAC). 
The right values were determined using experiments and the COMSOL model. By 
changing the frequency we get information from more depths, because the alternating 
magnetic field can pierce deeper thanks to the eddy currents. . 
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Fig. 4. Computational model of measuring process 

The mapping happens on a magnetically driven part. The sensor head consists of 
4x4 3D magnetic field intensity sensors disposed in a matrix form. A CNC machine moves 
this sensor head in 2 dimensions (X-Y) above the part. It stops at a certain position, 
completes the measurement, then goes on to a next point. These positions are given in a 
grid, which covers the whole measurable part. There are multiple redundant measurements 
of the same point because of the multiple sensors. This can be used to lessen the noise and 
faults.  

Sensor overlapping 2D picture generation the sensors are not completely equal and 
give different values for the same field intensity. They have a measuring tolerance, which 
we estimate to be 1-2 µT orders of magnitude. In other extreme cases they give false 
values, or do not measure at all. One reason could be that the sensor experiences bigger 
field intensity than its measuring territory. As a result we get a less noisy 2D picture instead 
of calculating with only one sensor’s value. 

Picture filtering with a low-pass filter: We got to a conclusion that we can sharpen 
the previously made picture using an edge smoothening (low-pass) filter. It is easy to make 
such a filter in MATLAB, and using the filter2 command we can filter it.  

4.2 Role of optimization/validation in the measuring process  
If the measuring system bears unfamiliar parameters that influence the measurement 
reliability or accuracy, one must complete the calibration of the measurement system. If we 
cannot obtain the best values of these parameters using exact calculations, or they are too 
complicated, then we can also resort to optimization methods [10]. 

The optimization is able to find the best setting of a system that has lots of or 
unknown parameters or mathematically indescribable ones. If the optimization has to be 
carried out on a simulation model – since it is difficult or impractical do to that on the 
measuring system – then it is best advised to carry out the validation of the proposed model 
before the calibration of the measurement system. We numerically express and demonstrate 
that the model calculates the same results, as measured by the measuring system. Of course, 
with a certain tolerance, and as far as possible using the measurements obtained with the 
same input and environmental conditions. 
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The optimization objective function (fitness function) is a qualitative measure that 
classifies the results of the measurement. This fitness function can be a different one on the 
basis of our proposal: 

– Accuracy, i.e. relative or absolute average deviation from a reference     
measurement; 

– Reliability, robustness value, such as Lyapunov stability; 
– Individual mixture of aspects, properties, such as accuracy only in a certain 

frequency range, or when imaging in a certain area or at a certain strength. 

5. Detecting a horizontal side drill holes 

The range of the direct and alternating current drive is wide, because the instrument can 
magnetize the part from using a few milliamps to an ampere. The alternating current ranged 
from 0.01Hz to 10Hz. The sensors cannot measure big field intensity from 0 mm, thanks to 
the sensor’s sensitivity it can measure the low amplitude magnetic field intensity more 
precisely. This enables a high resolution 1µT but the sensor saturates at stronger fields. The 
boarder for this is changing, and we are not entirely sure about the cause, but the upper 
limit is ±500µT, which can be created by driving with ±0,45A in Y direction.  

We have seen the general direction from our previous phase which is the most 
beneficial for this case. The result parameters of the optimization on the primal invalidated 
model are: IDC=0.9A, IAC=0.17A. 

On the test object we have prepared two horizontal side drill holes for experiment in 
real case. The holes had 2.5mm diameter and located 12mm beneath the surface. During the 
experiment first we made a hole in one side of the iron part, the results of the measurement 
can be seen in the left side of Fig. 5. The frequencies used were 0.3Hz and 3Hz. After the 
measurement we have made another hole on the other side of the test piece, run the 
measurement and showed the results on the right side of Fig. 5; the used frequencies were 
0.3Hz and 3Hz. On this experiment using the developed process we can determine the 
location of the new hole. 

 
Fig 5. Effect of the new hole 
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The horizontal holes are located 12mm from the surface. We are trying to verify our 
spectral tomography method by showing that above a certain frequency there is no flux 
leakage, meaning we cannot see the picture of the hole. The essence of the theory is that in 
case of different frequencies with direct current excitation the alternating excitation pierces 
to different depths because of the eddy currents. 

6. Conclusion 

We have been able to successfully run and optimize a COMSOL model from the MATLAB 
environment using the LiveLink for MATLAB. On a desktop computer, a relatively small 
and simple optimization may be executed in about one day (the grid of the FEM model was 
set to the minimum for fast results). The simulation and measurement results have the same 
magnitudes. It was a good idea to build the measurement system based on the simulation 
results. 

Using the measurement results of the fabricated system, we could successfully 
prove that by measuring on the surface of the ferromagnetic material, the system is capable 
of gathering deepness related information of the material.  

By developing the system further and using a more sensitive sensor it is expected 
that the accuracy of the measurement will be increased while the measurement noise will be 
decreased. Based on these results, the applicability of the method may be increased in 
tomography applications. 
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